NEW AGREEMENT SEEMS ASSURED
Sub-Committee Reports Presenting Draft of New Agreement For Approval

No Burning till November 15th

Pennsylvania's legislature now mustered a session of the Pennsylvania legislature for the purpose of amending the law on the sale of fireworks. The legislation was passed by a large majority and will go into effect on November 15th.

The new law reduces the penalty for the sale of fireworks to a fine of $500 and imprisonment for not more than one year. It also prohibits the sale of fireworks to anyone under the age of 18.

The legislation was introduced by Representative John Smith, who said it was necessary to prevent the sale of fireworks to minors and to reduce the dangers associated with the use of fireworks.

The law will also require that fireworks be sold only at licensed sales and that all fireworks be inspected by the Pennsylvania State Police before they are sold.

The legislation was supported by the Pennsylvania Fireworks Association, which said it was necessary to ensure the safety of the public and to prevent the sale of fireworks to minors.

The law will go into effect on November 15th, and violators will be subject to fines of up to $500 and imprisonment for up to one year.
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The response to our current advertisements has been super-excellent. Evidently fruit firm pears are much in demand. But we'll let the counters speak for themselves.

Dear Col: We accept with pleasure your kind invitation to write the column for a few days. It must be a relief to you to know that you can rely on us. Never mind the fountain pen, though. At the rate we use ours in lectures now, it will still be in good condition for our next graduation. So in addition to the same old Logan Hall and the same lecturers, he will have the same old fountain pen.

You thank me, "BILLY BOYD"—P.S.—Possibly you haven't heard of us, although we are almost always seen around, at our usual place. The best recommendation we could offer is that we have been turned down by...

After having one class in the Veterinary Building we felt forced to inquire as to where the ladies seat might be located in the dry.

If we were to have many classes there we would volunteer to feed them, if that would keep them still. We took our girl for an automobile ride Sunday afternoon—both wore.

The fellow who showed real discretion Monday won the one who wore both his straw hat and yellow sweater. "EXQUISITE"

The more cracks it contains, the firmer the coly- umn is. Strange!

b) Those dealer groves must be great when one goes right fifty-five for a nickel. They cover a multitude of sins.

We saw an ad in the Post Office that some Architect had undertaken the triangle. We thought the triangle belonged to the Univer- sity, not to an individual.

At times some of our friends have installed the trivets, particularly after receiving an entertain- ment in a home that cost less.

Painting Logan Hall is about as easy as drawing up a corpse. Both need the same treatment—decent burial.

Unfortunately the game that was most productive of remarks to the column came before this contest. Perhaps if there had been more like it the coly- umnists wouldn't have required outside help.

DUNN—PENN

Interfraternity agreements may come! And interfraternity agreements may be! But the Bridge Team over... Go on forever!

I solemnly swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. "THE LYRE"

A fresh and sophomore came out of the Love Feast with arms around each other, but upon examination we found that he was not wholly a case of love.

In fact it wasn't a white case at all.

Now that they have a soda fountain in the House Club we wonder when they will complete the modernization and give us a real room to Logan Hall.

While looking at the picture of our dear cousins in the New York Times last Sunday, showing them receiving inspira- tion from the fountain of knowledge, we wonder if the makers of the Times have the real significance of the tritons.

That picture would have been mere realism had it shown tears running out of the water, instead of into it.

"OH"

Have you got your flag yet? We noticed that several airplanes three times the length of the Palace of Progress have disappeared since last Saturday evening.

"BOB CLINN"

There was a tradition on the part of a number of Frosh Monday night to hurry through the feast.

They probably-. to visit the Pennsylvania and Bonso. and Bonso did not know there was speaking to follow.

Either Button was right or else there is a sleeping princess in our midst. We saw, this very morning, one ex-Frosh sporting regula-

... However we have an old P.T.

"WHARTON PENN"

Our context is still wide, wide open. The Wharton- man can easily be won in the next week and a half.

"EQMEN" and Contributors.

Baylinson & Co.

The Drovers & Merchants National Bank

We extend a cordial invitation to the faculty, students and general family of the University of Pennsylvania, to inspect our neat and beautiful building built at 15th and Market Street.

Real equipment throughly up to date and well equipped service. We welcome your patronage.

Capital, $500,000

Surplus & Undistributed Profits $160,000

Total Resources, $8,900,000

Strictly Summer Clothes

Palm Beaches—perfect fitting—exquisitely trimmed and tailored

Rich silks looking fabric fashioned by specialists. Beautifully trimmed with silk

Lustrous Silky Mohairs

Featherweight Tropical Worsted

Cool as an ocean breeze—trim and stylish as your Spring Suit

Perry & Co.

10th and Chestnut

Philadelphia
NOTICES

Sports
Luncheons for Intramural Games—Report at West Philadelphia station at 1:15 a.m. Bring lunches. No noon meals for Friday.


Lacrosse—All freshmen try in equipment of oldest elder. Clew—Managerial candidates and men on the four Freshmen crews get the three- colored hat if possible. Very important.

Baseball—Junior Varsity and Freshman contests may be played at the breakers any afternoon. Price $1.00.

Excursions—Four trips for the benefit of the Students Union—see registrar for details.

MAHER PREPARATORY AND TUTORING SCHOOL
IN PREP AND COLLEGE BRANCHES
EARLY ENROLLMENT ADVISED
Classes Limited to Four
115 South Thirty-fourth Street

W. R. Maher
K. and D.
RESTAURANT
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
3785 Spruce St.
Opposite Dorms.

REFERENCES OF ALL VARIETIES
We Do It Right
P. ROSENTHAL
Manufacturers of Picture Frames
13-17 So. Second St.
Lombard 1906

REFRESHERS FOR THE STUDENT
The Original
Avoid Imitations
INVIGORATES THE ATHLETE

WE SERVE
ICE-CREAM
THE OLD FASHIONED KIND

U. of P. Students
SUCCESSFUL MEN
wear custom clothes because they fit better and are smarter in appearance; because Custom-clothes wear twice as long as a ready made suit or overcoat owing to the finer materials and hand work used. This is real economy too and our store is in excelsior position to suit your purse and your personality.
Come in today and see us.

WHEN CAN YOU RELIABLY GET COLONIAL ICE-CREAM?

PHILADELPHIA.

We are not freakish.

We do our own baking

Sophie Ring Candles
3411 Walnut Street
Women's undergraduate shop
sandwiches-old fashioned choc. cake
Home Made
**Train for Leadership**

A representative New York mortgage bond house is making room on its selling staff for a few 1923 graduates. They will be picked men, with marked taste for economics, financing and broad-gauged salesmanship. They will receive practical training under the most applicable conditions possible.

If you think you have the qualifications of a high-pressure salesman, and if your character will stand up under rigid scrutiny, write to once at Mr. Lovejoy of the Columbia Mortgage Company, 4 East 26th Street, New York. He will arrange to talk with you on your next trip to New York.

---

**College Men—**

**Make Good Money in Summer Months**

LEADING SPECIALISTS

Oppenheim and

W. Irving

Wellesley Hills,

Ct.

Write today. No obligation.

**Lead in Principles in the Conduct of the Student is Shown Now to Apply Mental Principles of Business are**

anity and trust, the Babson Institute of

School and the Time When I

& Campbell

MacDonald

Motoring Apparel

714 Witherspoon Building

Philadelphia

---

**Tomlinson Cafeteria**

3704 Spruce

ELEVEN YEARS ON THE CAMPUS

nuf said